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Abstract

Modelling tools for quieter vehicles, focusing on e�ective vibro�acoustical modelling
of rotationally symmetric structures are developed. The work is dealing with wave
propagation in structures consisting of poro�elastic and visco�elastic media. The
rotational symmetry of the geometries studied allows for elimination of one or two
of the spatial variables, signi�cantly reducing the computational load. Speci�cally, the
dynamic behaviour of rubber bushings and cylindrical rubber vibration isolators are
studied. In addition to the appended papers, application examples of these modelling
techniques are given using a transfer matrix methodology. Firstly, the dynamic sti�ness
of a train bogey damper mounted by means of rubber bushings is studied where the
in�uence of varying mass and viscous damping is investigated. Secondly, a gear box
mounted on a �exible foundation by means of a cylindrical rubber vibration isolator is
modelled, and a method for estimating the energy transmitted to surrounding structures
is given.





Dissertation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Environmental issues have become increasingly important for virtually all industries, and
will during the coming decades be the perhaps greatest challenge facing both industry
and society at large. The most discussed environmental issue is the threat of global,
warming caused primarily by carbon dioxide emissions and other green house gases.
A large part of these emissions come from transport industry; estimations suggest
that approximately 26 % of Swedens energy consumption stems from transport [1].
A considerable reduction of the energy consumed by the transport sector is required
to obtain a sustainable environment. Åkerman and Höijer [2] suggests that a 60 %
reduction of the energy used for transport is required until the year 2050 for this to be
achieved. At the same time these improvements should be made without penalising and
preferably improving other environmental factors related to comfort and load integrity,
such as sound and vibration levels, in order to produce competitive transportation
vehicles.

In order to reduce fuel consumption, and hence the emission of green house gases,
the vehicle industry of today focuses a lot of e�ort on the possibilities to reduce tire
wear, rolling resistance, aerodynamic loads and vehicle weight. At the same time the
load carrying capacity is sought to be increased. As an example of the mentioned
trade o� between reduced green house gas emissions and sound and vibration levels, an
e�ective way of reducing the aerodynamic loads and increasing load carrying capacity
is to reduce the distance between the chassis and the ground and by reducing the tire
size. However, when doing this, the suspension travel has to be decreased, potentially
leading to increased transmission of structure borne sound.

These future challenges for the vehicle industry naturally rises the demand for new
technology used in the design process to aid the necessary improvements of sustainability.
One such technology is related to rapid virtual modelling requiring special measures and
modelling approaches. In this thesis, modelling tools aiming for better understanding
and e�ciently addressing sound and vibration issues, are developed. The objective is
to provide tools useful for development of new sustainable vehicles without degrading
or even improving NVH characteristics, e.g. in a procedure similar to that described by
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Cameron et al. [3]; a crucial demand when developing new competitive vehicles.

The tools discussed here focus on solving vibro�acoustical problems for rotationally
symmetric geometries, using analytical solutions for one (the Fourier expansion) or
two (the wave�guide technique) of the spatial coordinates directions. By doing this,
the required computational power is greatly reduced compared to traditional three�
dimensional modelling. The Fourier expansion is used in conjunction with a �nite
element procedure while the wave�guide modelling uses a mode matching technique;
both inducing some kind of error minimisation, either on a subdomain level, or on the
boundaries.

Finally examples of applications using the two methodologies are given in combination
with a transfer matrix technique. Firstly, the dynamic sti�ness of a train bogey damper
mounted by means of rubber bushings is studied where the in�uence of varying mass and
viscous damping is investigated. Secondly, a gear box mounted on a �exible foundation
by means of a cylindrical rubber vibration isolator is modelled, and a method for
estimating the energy transmitted to surrounding structures is given.



Chapter 2

Wave Propagation

2.1 Wave propagation in visco�elastic solids

The study of waves propagating in elastic media is a relatively old �eld of study dating
back a few hundred years. A larger survey is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the
more notable contributions to the �eld are the works of e.g. Euler and Bernoulli who
derived approximate equations for the vibrations of beams, Pochhammer [4] who gave
an exact formulation for wave propagation in rods and lord Rayleigh [5] who contributed
to the understanding of the wave propagation in continuous elastic media. During the
second part of the 20th Century, the development of computational methods became
the main focus, following the invention of computers.

The common denominator for almost all study of wave propagation, is the assumption
of the deformations as being in�nitesimal [6], rendering linearity, stating that the forces
are proportional to the deformations in a continuous medium, to be valid. This linearity
assumption is of crucial importance for the study of sound in all �elds; the problem can
thus readily be transferred from the time domain to the frequency domain, limiting the
study to steady state solutions and hence greatly reducing complexity and computational
e�ort.

For a (visco-)elastic continuum, the linear, constitutive stress�strain relation may be
given in terms of its spherical

σs(t) =

∫ t

−∞
κ(t− t′)∂ div u(t′)

∂t′
i dt′ (2.1)

and deviatoric

σd(t) =

∫ t

−∞
2µ(t− t′)∂ dev[∇u(t′)]

∂t′
dt′ (2.2)

parts where σ = σs + σd and u are Cauchy stress tensor and displacement vector,
respectively, i is metric tensor, κ and µ are bulk and shear relaxation function, while t
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and ∇ denote time and nabla operator respectively. The momentum equation reads

∇ · σ(t) = ρ
∂2u(t)

∂t2
(2.3)

where ρ is the density and · denote single contraction. The dissipation, or losses, in
the materials may be modelled in various ways. When dealing with formulations in
the frequency domain, the simplest, and in engineering practices perhaps the most
common approach, is that of a frequency independent loss factor. This, however, gives
rise to non�causal behaviour [7] and hence more intricate descriptions are required.
Rubber exhibits a, to a large extent, visco�elastic behaviour. Simple, classical, models
for this exist in e.g. the Maxwell and Kelvin�Voigt models and extensions of these such
as the generalised Maxwell and Standard Linear Solid models [10] involving (integer)
time derivatives of the stress and strain tensors. To accurately �t these models to
experimental data a large number of parameters are usually required. An alternative,
more attractive way from this point of view, is a fractional order derivative modelling
[8]. This, mathematically quite intricate concept, is probably best understood as the
fractional derivative order, being between zero and one, describes neither elastic nor
viscous behaviour, but something in between these two extremes. The constitutive
equations (2.1) and (2.2) may, using fractional derivatives, alternatively be written

∞∑
n=1

As
n

∂α
s
n

∂tαs
n
σs(t) =

∞∑
n=1

Bs
n

∂β
s
n

∂tβs
n

div u(t) i (2.4)

and
∞∑
n=1

Ad
n

∂α
d
n

∂tαd
n
σd(t) =

∞∑
n=1

Bd
n

∂β
d
n

∂tβd
n

dev[∇u(t)] (2.5)

where ∂(·)

∂t(·)
is a fractional derivative of order (·); 0 ≤ (·) ≤ 1, while As

n, A
d
n, B

s
n and

Bd
n are (real valued) coe�cients. For a nearly incompressible rubber material, the bulk

modulus is taken to be very large and memory less; κ(t) = κ = βµ∞ and all dissipation
is hence captured by the shear modulus, here conveniently given as

µ(t) =

{
1 + ∆Eγ

(
−∆

[
t

τ

]γ)}
µ∞h(t) (2.6)

where the constant β � 1, the equilibrium shear modulus µ∞ = limt→∞ µ(t), the
non-dimensional relaxation density ∆ � 1: limt→0 µ(t) = µ∞(1 + ∆) , the fractional
derivative order γ : 0 < γ 6 1 and the generalized relaxation time τ > 0 are material
parameters and h is a step function. The Mittag�Le�er function read

Eγ(x) =
∞∑
n=0

xn

Γ(1 + nγ)
(2.7)

where the Gamma function is de�ned as [9]

Γ(y) =

∫ ∞
0

sy−1e−s ds. (2.8)
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With these de�nitions, the constitutive equations (2.4) and (2.5) become(
∆ + τ γ

∂γ

∂tγ

)
σd(t) = 2

(
∆µ∞ + τ γµ∞(1 + ∆)

∂γ

∂tγ

)
dev[∇u(t)] (2.9)

for the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress while the spherical part is

σs(t) = βµ∞ div u(t) i. (2.10)

Equations (2.9) and (2.10) are also identi�ed as the fractional derivative Standard Linear
Solid. By using a temporal Fourier transform, (̃·) =

∫∞
−∞(·) exp(−iωt)dt, Equations (2.9)

and (2.10) are written as

σ̃ = σ̃s + σ̃d = κ̂ i div ũ + 2µ̂ dev∇ũ (2.11)

with the frequency independent, and real valued, bulk modulus

κ̂(ω) = κ̂ = βµ∞ (2.12)

and the shear modulus

µ̂(ω) = iωµ̃(ω) =

(
1 +

∆(τ iω)γ

∆ + (τ iω)γ

)
µ∞ (2.13)

where ω is the angular frequency. If a Helmholtz decomposition for the displacement
�eld [10],

ũ = grad φ̃+ curl ψ̃, (2.14)

is utilised, the potentials are found to be governed by Helmholtz equations

∇2φ̃+ k2
Lφ̃ = 0 (2.15)

and
∇2ψ̃ + k2

Tψ̃ = 0 (2.16)

where the �rst equation accounts for dilational waves and the second for rotational waves
and hence kL and kT are the longitudinal and transverse wave numbers respectively,
readily expressed in terms of the fractional derivative material model parameters as

kL = ω

√
ρ

βµ∞ + 4
3
µ̂

(2.17)

and

kT = ω

√
ρ

µ̂
. (2.18)
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2.2 Wave propagation in poro�elastic foams

The study of waves propagating in porous media dates back to the 1950's, when the
works of Biot [11] and Biot and Willis [12] were �rst published, giving what is commonly
referred to as Biot's equations. The equations has since been written in several di�erent
forms, with the common idea to view the porous media as an equivalent homogenised
two-phase continuum, meaning that two separate, coupled, �elds co-exist through the
whole region. For this homogenization of the �elds to be valid, the wave lengths of
waves propagating in the media are required to be much larger than the length scales
of the micro structure of the material, i.e. the pore size.
In this section, the nomenclature from Paper A is used where superscript s refers to the
frame, or solid part of porous media, and f refers to the �uid part and an exp(iωt) time
dependence is assumed. The constitutive equations read [12]

σf ≡ −pfIφ = QI∇ · us +RI∇ · uf , (2.19)

σs =

(
λ+

Q2

R

)
I∇ · us + 2Nεs +QI∇ · uf (2.20)

where I is the second order unit tensor, εs is the strain tensor, pf the pore pressure,
us and uf the solid frame and �uid displacements and σs and σf are the homogenised
Cauchy stress tensors for the solid frame and the �uid respectively. The homogenised
Lamé moduli N and λ are analogous to an elastic medium while φ is the porosity,
de�ned as the volume fraction of �uid content. The constitutive Equations (2.19) and
(2.20) bear large similarities to the constitutive equations for �uids and elastic media.
In a �uid, the Cauchy stress tensor is proportional to the �uid dilation, ∇ · uf , while
for the elastic solid, the stress�strain relation involves terms proportional to the strain
tensor and solid dilation. Here, a coupling between the two states is added such that
the �uid stress is also depending on the solid dilation and the solid stress on the �uid
dilation. This is done by means of the (frequency dependent) constants R, identi�ed
as the homogenised bulk modulus for the homogenised �uid phase at zero solid frame
dilatation, and Q, called the dilatational coupling factor.
Furthermore, the momentum equations are

−∇pfIφ = −ω2ρ̃22u
f − ω2ρ̃12u

s, (2.21)

∇ · σs = −ω2ρ̃11u
s − ω2ρ̃12u

f (2.22)

where ρ̃11, ρ̃12 and ρ̃22 are frequency dependent parameters [13]. Following the
argumentation regarding the constitutive equations, the momentum equations may be
related to those for �uids and elastic solids by neglecting the last terms in Equations
(2.21) and (2.22) and the replacing ρ̃22 by the �uid density and ρ̃11 by the solid density
and by setting the porosity equal to one. The constitutive equations (2.19) and (2.20)
and momentum equations (2.21) and (2.22) may be combined in various ways using
di�erent choices of dependent variables; �uid displacement, solid displacement and
potential representations of these variables. From these, weak forms can be obtained for
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implementation in �nite element codes, see e.g. Refs. [13, 14, 15]. The weak form used
in this work is the one proposed by Atalla et al. [16, 17], describing the �uid phase in
terms of pore pressure and the solid phase in terms of displacement. This allows for a
description using a minimum number of dependent variables, that is, four, compared to
six in Biot's original work, where the �uid displacement is used.



Chapter 3

Modelling Approaches

3.1 Fourier expansion

Due to its versatility and easy implementation, �nite element modelling is a popular
approach when solving wave propagation problems in elastic and poro�elastic media.
However, when dealing with full three dimensional problems, the required computational
power tends to become very large. Hence, suitable reduction schemes, eliminating one of
the independent spatial variables is of great interest in order to reduce the computational
cost. When considering circular cylindrical geometries, cylindrical coordinates in
combination with a spatial Fourier expansion for the angular variable is an e�ective
way of reducing the computational cost. Starting out with the simple example of the
weak form of the Helmholtz equation on the domain Ω bounded by the boundary Γ,

1

ω2ρ

∫
Ω

(
∇p · ∇q∗ − k2pq∗

)
dΩ =

∫
Γ

unq
∗ dΓ (3.1)

where ω is the angular frequency, ρ is the density, k is the wave number and ∗ denotes
complex conjugate. The pressure p is the dependent variable and is paired with the
smooth test function q, satisfying the pressure boundary conditions while un is the
normal displacement on the boundary. In a cylindrical coordinate system {r, ϕ, z}, an
ansatz for the dependent variable and the corresponding test function is made as

p(r, ϕ, z) =
∞∑

n=−∞

Pn(r, z)einϕ (3.2)

and
q(r, ϕ, z) = Q∗(r, z)eimϕ, (3.3)

while the normal displacement on the boundaries is

un(r, ϕ, z) =
∞∑

n=−∞

Unn(r, z)einϕ, (3.4)

10
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where n and m are integer numbered circumferential components of the �eld variables
and test function respectively. The in�nite sums in Equations (3.2) and (3.4) gives
a Fourier expansion of the pressure and normal displacement; the properties of
orthogonality of the terms on the interval ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) ensures completeness and
an arbitrary continuous and di�erentiable function may be expressed to any desired
accuracy by a unique expansion. Using Equations (3.2) to (3.4) Equation (3.1) may be
written, for the circumferential component m,

1

ω2ρ

∫
Ω

(
∂Pm
∂r

∂Qm

∂r
+
m2

r
PmQm +

∂Pm
∂z

∂Qm

∂z
− k2PmQm

)
r dr dz =

∫
Γ

UnmQm dΓ

(3.5)
with the result that only modes used in the boundary condition will appear in the
solutions inside the domain. Hence, any geometrically rotationally symmetric three�
dimensional problem can be decomposed into equivalent, orthogonal problems, with, in
most cases, far more exact and computationally e�cient solutions. This procedure may
readily be implemented for other, more complex, weak formulations, such as, in this
thesis, visco�elastic solids and poro�elastic media.

3.2 Wave�guides

The Fourier expansion technique eliminates one of the spatial coordinates using an
analytical ansatz. Using wave guides, an additional coordinate is eliminated, leaving a
one dimensional problem to be solved by means of some kind of curve �tting method.
Considering waves propagating in a three�dimensional visco�elastic medium which is
in�nite in one of the three spatial coordinates, e.g. an in�nite rod or beam, a wave�
guide approach can be used. As stated in Section 2.1, the potentials are required to
satisfy the Helmholtz equations,

∇2φ̃+ k2
Lφ̃ = 0 (3.6)

and
∇2ψ̃ + k2

Tψ̃ = 0. (3.7)

For the case of an in�nite cylinder treated in this work, separable solutions of the form

φ̃ = R̃φ(
√
k2
L − k2

zr)Θφ(ϕ)Z̃φ(kzz), (3.8)

ψ̃r = R̃r(
√
k2
T − k2

zr)Θr(ϕ)Z̃r(kzz), (3.9)

ψ̃ϕ = R̃ϕ(
√
k2
T − k2

zr)Θϕ(ϕ)Z̃ϕ(kzz) (3.10)

and
ψ̃z = R̃z(

√
k2
T − k2

zr)Θz(ϕ)Z̃z(kzz) (3.11)

are assumed, where the radial dependence is found to be governed by Bessel functions
of the �rst kind, the angular dependence by trigonometric functions and the axial
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dependence by harmonic exponential functions. The analysis is here restricted to �rst
order angular dependence, that is Θφ ∝ cosϕ, Θr ∝ sinϕ, Θϕ ∝ cosϕ and Θz ∝ sinϕ.
These potential solutions are required to ful�ll the stress�free boundary conditions,
σrr = σrϕ = σrz = 0 at r = R, resulting in the Pochhammer dispersion relation [18]. By
ful�lling this requirement, an in�nite number of values for the axial wave number kz are
numerically obtained, which may be used to constitute �eld solutions as in�nite series
of base functions exactly satisfying the governing di�erential wave equation as well as
the stress free boundary conditions exactly. These in�nite series may then be truncated
and used to solve �nite cylinder problems by �nding the corresponding coe�cients.
This latter procedure, known as mode matching, is here performed by integrating
the displacement boundary conditions at the plane cylinder ends and satisfying these
conditions in mean.



Chapter 4

Application Examples

In the following are two application examples involving rubber isolators. The rubber
isolators are described by means of the dynamic sti�ness. The sti�ness components have
been calculated using the two separate methods outlined in the previous section; the
rubber bushings are modelled by means of a �nite element formulation using harmonic
expansion in the circumferential direction and the cylindrical rubber isolators using the
wave�guide technique. When considering substructuring of multiple degree of freedom
systems, a convenient approach is that of transfer matrices. For the general system
shown in Figure 4.1, each sub structure is connected by points having N degrees of
freedom; N generalised forces and N generalised displacements that can be either
translational or rotational. The point i is then related to the point i + 1 by means
of a transfer matrix as [

F|i
U|i

]
= Ai

[
F|i+1

U|i+1

]
. (4.1)

The point i and i+m are hence related as[
F|i
U|i

]
= AiAi+1...Ai+m−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Atot

[
F|i+m
U|i+m

]
, (4.2)

making available a straightforward manner to concatenate an arbitrary number of sub�
structures as long as a unique (and invertible) transfer matrix can be de�ned. It should
be noted that the transfer matrices coupling the points at the junctions (Ai+1 and Ai+3

in Figure 4.1) are simply diagonal matrices with values ±1.

4.1 Viscous damper mounted by means of rubber

bushings

The dynamic sti�ness of a system consisting of a viscous damper mounted by means of
rubber bushings is calculated using the previously described transfer matrix method.
Similar con�gurations are found in train bogeys (Figure 4.2) and are traditionally
optimized to increase stability and eliminate low frequency vibrations. Here, the audible

13
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U| B Bi+4 =[U1B B|B B B Bi+4, … ,UN|B B Pi+4]Τ
P
 

B1B[ F |Bi+4B BNB, …, F |Bi+4B P]Τ
P= F|Bi+4B

F 

  

|Bi+5B=[ FB1 B|Bi+5B,…, FBNB|Bi+5B]P

Τ
P
 [UB1 B|Bi+5B, …,UBNB|Bi+5B]P

Τ
PB B= U|Bi+5B 

U|i+2=[U1|i+2, … ,UN|i+2]Τ[ F1|i+2, …, FN|i+2]Τ= F|i+2 

F |i+3=[ F1|i+3,…, FN|i+3]Τ[U1|i+3, …,UN|i+3]Τ
 = U|i+3

  

U| BiB =[U B1B|Bi B, … ,UBNB|Bi B]P

Τ
P
 [ FB1B|Bi B, …, FBNB|Bi B ]P

Τ
P= F|B i B  

F |i+1=[ F1|i+1,…, FN|i+1]Τ[U1|i+1, …,UN|i+1]Τ
 = U|i+1

Ai+1  

Ai+2 

Ai+3  

A BiB 

A Bi+4B  

Figure 4.1: A general multiple degree of freedom system described by means of transfer

matrices.
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uin 

uBout 

Fout Fin 

Figure 4.2: A viscous damper mounted on a train bogey by means of rubber bushings (Used

by courtesy of Dellner Dampers AB).
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u9 
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Figure 4.3: Principle sketch of a viscous damper mounted by means of rubber bushings.
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frequency range behaviour is studied. The viscous damper is modelled as a viscous
damper element with a limp mass attached to each end. Similar constructions can be
found in other vehicles, such as car suspension systems, where the simplest model would
be to add a spring parallel to the viscous damper, although a more detailed model of
the spring would be preferable in order to capture internal resonances.

In this section, the nomenclature from Paper C is used, and the rubber bushings are
modelled in terms of their dynamic sti�ness as[

FIn

FOut

]
=

[
KInIn KInOut

KOutIn KOutOut

] [
uIn

uOut

]
, (4.3)

relating forces and displacements on the inner outer shaft as de�ned in Figure 4.2. A
relation between the endpoint degrees of freedom is written[

F1

u1

]
= A1A2...A8A9︸ ︷︷ ︸

Atot

[
F10

u10

]
. (4.4)

The transfer matrix for the rubber bushings in terms of the dynamic sti�ness matrix is

A1 = A−1
9 =

[
KInIn

KOutIn
KInOut − KInInKOutOut

KOutIn
1

KOutIn
−KOutOut

KOutIn

]
(4.5)

while the transfer matrices for the masses are

A3 =

[
1 m1ω

2

0 −1

]
, (4.6)

A7 =

[
1 m2ω

2

0 −1

]
(4.7)

and the viscous damper element is

A5 =

[
1 0
1
ciω
−1

]
. (4.8)

Finally, the matrices ensuring force balance and continuity of the displacements over
the junctions are

A2 = A4 = A6 = A8 =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
. (4.9)

The total dynamic sti�ness matrix, de�ned as[
F1

F10

]
= Ktot

[
u1

u10

]
(4.10)

is given in terms of the total transfer matrix Atot as

Ktot =

[
Atot

11

Atot
21

Atot
12 −

Atot
11 A

tot
22

Atot
21

1
Atot

21
−Atot

22

Atot
21

]
(4.11)
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In Figure 4.4, the driving point and transfer sti�ness for a system with c = 3 × 103

kg s−1 are shown. As expected, the phase approaches +90◦ for low frequencies where
the viscous damper predominantly governs the behaviour. A distinct sti�ness peak
is found around f0 = 180 Hz for both the driving point and transfer sti�ness which
corresponds to the eigenfrequency for the total mass of the system suspended by two
bushings, given as

1

2π

√
2|KOutOut(f0)|
m1 +m2

. (4.12)

The sti�ness trough appearing in the driving point sti�ness spectra around f1 = 120 Hz
is a resonance at the frequency

1

2π

√
2|KOutOut(f1)| − |KInOut(f1)|2/|KInIn(f1)|

m1 +m2

, (4.13)

lying close to the resonance frequency of a mass suspended by one bushing and the term
|KInOut|2/|KInIn| gives a slight correction due to the added mass of the other bushing.

A parameter study concerning the in�uence of the mass (Fig. 4.5) and the viscous
damper element (Fig. 4.6) is carried out. Added mass naturally lowers the resonance
frequency, as given by (4.12) and (4.13). At higher frequencies, the driving point sti�ness
approaches that of a single bushing; slightly faster for higher mass. The transfer sti�ness
lies close to that of two bushings connected in series by means of the outer sleeve for low
mass. By increasing the mass, the transfer sti�ness decreases in a broad frequency band.

For low values of viscous damper coe�cient, the sti�ness approaches zero for low
frequencies and the phase is +90◦. At the same time an increase in damping coe�cient
causes the transfer sti�ness to increase in a broad frequency band in a similar manner
as when decreasing the mass.
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Figure 4.4: Dynamic transfer and driving point sti�ness for c = 3 × 103 kg s−1 and m1 =
m2 = 0.05 kg (solid line). For comparison, the dynamic sti�ness for a single

bushing (dotted; thick for outer driving point, thin for inner driving point) and

two rubber bushings simply connected in series by means of the outer sleeve

(dashed), i.e. the equivalent sti�ness for the whole system without any mass but

with a very high viscous damping coe�cient.
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Figure 4.5: In�uence of increased mass on the driving point and transfer sti�ness (solid line).

The results are plotted for c = 3×103 kg s−1 and m1 = m2 = 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and
2 kg and the arrows indicate the tendency for increased mass. For comparison,

the dynamic sti�ness for a single bushing (dotted; thick for outer driving point,

thin for inner driving point) and two rubber bushings simply connected in series

by means of the outer sleeve (dashed), i.e. the equivalent sti�ness for the whole

system without any mass but with a very high viscous damping coe�cient.
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Figure 4.6: In�uence of viscous damping coe�cient on the driving point and transfer sti�ness

(solid line). The results are plotted for m1 = m2 = 0.5 kg and c = 1.5 × 103,

1.5 × 104, 1.5 × 105 and 1.5 × 106 kg s−1 and the arrows indicate the tendency

for increased viscous damping coe�cient. For comparison, the dynamic sti�ness

for a single bushing (dotted; thick for outer driving point, thin for inner driving

point) and two rubber bushings simply connected in series by means of the outer

sleeve (dashed), i.e. the equivalent sti�ness for the whole system without any

mass but with a very high viscous damping coe�cient.
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4.2 Mass mounted on a rubber cylinder

Vibration 
isolator 

F

l

m

Infinite plate 

Figure 4.7: Mass mounted on an in�nite plate by means of a cylindrical rubber vibration

isolator.

In order to investigate the importance of the di�erent dynamic sti�ness components of
a rubber cylinder, a setup according to Figure 4.7 is studied. The setup is a simpli�ed
model of a common con�guration used in vehicles, such as an engine block mount or
a gear box. A mass is mounted on a rubber cylinder attached to an in�nite plate
and excited by a point force at di�erent locations and the transfered energy �ow for
the three di�erent degrees of freedom into the mass and into the plate is calculated.
In the following, an exp(iωt) time dependence is assumed for all dependent variables.
The cylinder is modelled by means of the dynamic sti�ness as formulated in Ref. [19],
relating the generalised forces and displacements depicted in Figure 4.8 as

F|1 = K11U|1 + K12U|2 (4.14)

and
F|2 = K21U|1 + K22U|2. (4.15)
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Figure 4.8: Cylindrical rubber vibration isolator with generalized forces and displacements

at the limp cylinder ends.

where the 3× 3 dynamic sti�ness matrices

K11 =

 k−D 0 0
0 kq

D −k×D
0 −k×D k⊥D

 , (4.16)

K12 =

 k−T 0 0
0 kq

T k×T
0 −k×T k⊥T

 , (4.17)

K21 =

 k−T 0 0
0 kq

T −k×T
0 k×T k⊥T

 (4.18)

and

K22 =

 k−D 0 0
0 kq

D k×D
0 k×D k⊥D

 (4.19)

are su�cient to fully describe the dynamic behaviour of the rubber cylinder. The
transfer, k(·)

T , and driving point, k(·)
D , transverse, kq

(·), cross coupling, k
×
(·), and tilting,

k⊥(·), sti�nesses are given in Paper A, while the axial sti�ness, k−(·), is given by Kari in
Refs. [20] and [21].
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The energy �ow into the plate is dependent on the point impedance of the plate, and
accurate expressions of these are hence of interest, and are given by e.g. Cremer et al.
[22]. The perpendicular impedance, i.e. the relation between the velocity and a point
force acting on the plate at a right angle to the surface, is well established and is known
to give accurate results in a broad frequency band while the moment and transverse parts
to a larger extent are approximate and semi�empirical. The perpendicular, transverse
and moment impedances are, respectively, given as

Z1 = 8
√
Bρa (4.20)

Z2 =
Ea

2ω
(4.21)

and
1

Z3

=
ω

16B
+

i3ω

8Gr3
(1− ν) (4.22)

where a is the plate thickness, E Young's modulus, G shear modulus, ν Poisson ratio,
B bending sti�ness, ρ density and r the radius of the excitation area. The imaginary
part of the moment impedance is, as suggested in Ref. [22], approximated by that of
an elastic halfspace, and is found to agree well with experimental results for a circular
excitation area with dimensions smaller than, or comparable with, the plate thickness.
It should however be noted, that the expression is approximate and semi�empirical.

The setup is decomposed as shown in Figure 4.9 where, at each intersection, the three
generalised forces and displacements are given. Following the methodology given by
Equations (4.1) and (4.2), the end point degrees of freedom are related as[

F|1
U|1

]
= Atot

[
F|5
U|5

]
(4.23)

where Atot = A1A2A3A4. The required transfer matrices are, for the rigid mass m of
height h and moment of inertia I,

A1 =


1 0 0 mω2 0 0
0 1 0 0 mω2 mω2h/2
0 −h 1 0 −mω2h/2 ω2(I −mh2/4)
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −h
0 0 0 0 0 −1

 (4.24)

the junctions

A2 = A4 =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

 (4.25)
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Figure 4.9: Mass mounted on an in�nite plate by means of a cylindrical rubber vibration

isolator with the generalized forces and displacements at the intersections.
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and, in terms of the dynamic sti�ness matrices in Equations (4.16) to (4.19), the rubber
isolator

A3 =

[
K11K

−1
21 K12 −K11K

−1
21 K22

K−1
21 −K−1

21 K22

]
. (4.26)

where the endpoint force vectors are

F|1 =

 F
0
Fl

 (4.27)

and
F|5 = iωZU|5, (4.28)

rendering six unknown displacements and six equations. Finally, the input and output
energy �ow is calculated as the product of the (generalised) forces and displacements as

Πin = −1

2
<(iωF|1 �U|

∗
1) (4.29)

and
Πout =

1

2
<(ω2ZU|5 �U|

∗
5) (4.30)

where < is the real part operator and � is the well known Hadamard (element-by-
element) multiplication operator. The vectors Πin and Πout contains the energy �ow
into, and out of, the system respectively for each degree of freedom.
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Figure 4.10: Energy �ow into mass (dashed) and into plate (solid line). The results are

plotted for l = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 m. The arrows indicate increased

distance l.

Traditionally, the setup described is dimensioned such that the frequency of excitation is
well above the rigid body resonance. Using a mass of 2 kg, this frequency is found at 52
Hz, as can be seen in Figure 4.10, where the mass used has a base length of 0.4 m and a
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height of 0.2 m. The in�nite plate is modelled as a steel plate with a Young's modulus of
200 GPa and density 7800 kgm−3. As expected, the energy �ow into the plate reaches a
maximum at the rigid body resonance frequency. When gradually moving the excitation
point such that it is not aligned with the center of mass, energy �ow is present at the
two other degrees of freedom and additional peaks are introduced. These are however
of less importance than the axial rigid body resonance.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

The modelling tools developed enables e�ective vibro�acoustical modelling of rota-
tionally symmetric structures consisting of poro�elastic and visco�elastic media. The
rotational symmetry of the geometries studied allows for elimination of one or two of the
spatial variables, signi�cantly reducing the computational load. The methods developed
have the potential of simplifying the modelling and increasing the understanding of
structure�borne sound transmission in vehicles. The transfer matrix methodology in
conjunction with the detailed models of cylindrical vibration isolators is used to get
a better understanding of the audible frequency range behaviour of di�erent vehicle
systems. This opens up for more computationally e�cient optimization procedures
regarding sound and vibration properties of vehicles.

Several possible extensions of the presented results are currently planned. Firstly, a
further development of the transfer matrix methodology concerning suspension systems
including rubber bushings where additional degrees of freedom are modelled, is an
interesting continuation of the work. By including more detailed models of the
viscous damper and spring characteristics more knowledge about structure borne sound
transmission paths in vehicle can be obtained. Secondly, the Fourier expansion technique
could be extended to include both anisotropic and inhomogeneous materials, making
e�cient modelling of more complicated materials possible.
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Chapter 6

Summary of Appended Papers

6.1 Paper A

Dynamic sti�ness of cylindrical rubber isolators in the audible frequency
range � the anti�symmetric wave-guide solution

M. Östberg and L. Kari

A dispersion relation for anti�symmetric waves in an in�nite rod is derived and the
roots, i.e. the axial wave numbers, are calculated by means of a winding integral method
in conjunction with the Newton�Rhapson method. The calculated wave numbers are
used to satisfy the boundary conditions of a �nite rubber cylinder and the dynamic
sti�ness components are given. The correctness of the derived formulation is veri�ed
against �nite element calculations. A comparison is also done with simple beam theories;
the Euler�Bernoulli beam theory, the Timoschenko beam theory and the simple shear
model. The results clearly illustrates the limitations of these theories.

6.2 Paper B

Weak formulation of Biot's equations in cylindrical coordinates with har-
monic expansion in the circumferential direction

M. Östberg, N.E. Hörlin and P. Göransson

A weak symmetric form of Biot's equation in cylindrical coordinates with a spatial
Fourier expansion in the circumferential direction is derived where the solid phase
displacement and the pore pressure are used as dependent variables. The formulation is
veri�ed against the original full three�dimensional Cartesian formulation. The proposed
formulation is found to converge more rapidly than the original formulation and has
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the potential to greatly decrease computational cost for vibro�acoustical simulations
of rotationally symmetric multilayered structures consisting of porous media, elastic
domains and �uid regions.

6.3 Paper C

Tilting and radial sti�ness of elastomer bushings in the audible frequency
range: A tool for designing structure�borne sound properties in vehicle
suspension systems

M. Östberg and L. Kari

The tilting and radial dynamic sti�ness of rubber bushings are calculated by means
of a modi�ed version of the �nite element formulation presented in Paper B. The
formulation is veri�ed against a full three�dimensional Cartesian formulation and a
convergence study of the sti�ness components is presented. The results, showing a strong
frequency dependence for both the tilting and radial sti�ness, highlight the potential of
not only considering static and quasi�static properties, but also the dynamic behaviour,
when optimising rubber bush mountings.
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